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Abstract: Earlier studies have mainly focused on technology, economy, and advantages of electric buses, and they have largely shown that electric buses could be one of the solutions for sustainable public transport. Despite this, the present procurement process for public transport in Sweden is not suitable for including support systems for electric buses. This study was aimed to find a stakeholder collaboration model that would allow electric bus systems to be more effectively included in the procurement process for public transport. The results were achieved by several multi-stakeholder collaboration seminars and meetings that included representatives from regional public transport authorities, bus operators, bus manufacturers, energy companies, municipalities, and experts involved in bus transport. The study primarily developed two stakeholder collaboration models, suggesting that charging infrastructure should be designed separately from the common procurement process. In these models, energy companies, electric grid owners, charging infrastructure operators, regional public transport authorities, and municipalities need to collaborate. The first model is designed for a system that includes chargers at certain locations along a route and/or stakeholders with a low level of experience of electric bus systems, while the second is designed for a system that includes bus charging at the depot and/or stakeholders with a high level of experience of electric bus systems.
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Introduction

Electric-powered buses contribute to the sustainable development of public transport as they have very low emissions in the use phase and lower noise levels compared to buses powered by combustion engines (Johansson et al. 2013; Ecotraffic 2015; Borèn, Nurhadi, and Ny 2016). In general, electric vehicles (EVs) should be powered by electricity from new renewable and sustainably managed sources (Faria et al. 2012; Hawkins et al. 2012; Nurhadi, Borèn, and Ny 2014). More precisely, Faria et al. (2012) used a Well-to-Wheel approach in the life cycle assessment and concluded for example that “for the present EU mix, the emissions reduction impact is substantial, and will be reduced even more in the future due to the increasing use of renewable energies in the energy mix.” Other life-cycle assessment studies have also found that life-cycle environmental impacts are significantly lower from electric buses than from buses with internal combustion engines if they are powered by renewable electricity (Nordelöf et al. 2014; Nordelöf, Romare, and Tivander 2017; Edwards et al. 2014; Hallberg et al. 2013). A sustainable future is defined by sustainability principles (SPs) (Broman and Robèrt 2017). As all other electric vehicles, electric buses have the possibility to play an important role in the fast transition towards sustainability if recycling of batteries is increased, recycling is developed for all substances that are violating SPs, and when mining and transport are powered by fossil-free energy (Borèn and Ny 2016b). An increase of electric buses would therefore contribute to the fulfillment of societal transport related goals. This includes the Swedish goals to get a fossil-fuel-independent vehicle fleet by 2030, greenhouse gas neutral society by 2045, and lower noise levels in cities, as well as the global Paris Agreement (United Nations 2015) to keep the global warming well below two degrees in line with the UN Sustainable Development Goals. In 2017, there were 370,000 (3.6%) electric powered buses (including trolleys, plug-in hybrids, and battery buses) in operation globally (UITP 2017). This is expected to grow to 15 to 30 percent by 2030 globally (Cazzola 2018), and to above 50 percent in the EU by 2030 (UITP 2017). There is
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a common belief in, and existing and potential advantages and disadvantages for electric buses. As mentioned above, there are, though, some concerns regarding initial investments (e.g., price of buses and infrastructure), how to integrate charging with the city environment, and knowledge/experience among stakeholders (Wei et al. 2018; Ekström and Regula 2016; Xylia et al. 2017).

Transport planning in Sweden is done at the national level by the Swedish Transport Administration and at the regional level by regional Public Transport Authorities (PTAs) through regional Traffic Supply Program (TSP). To follow these, it is common that respective PTAs procure bus traffic/services from an operator for a period of ten years. This operator then, in turn, acquires buses, staff, and supporting infrastructure like workshops and bus depots. This process is quite complicated as several different actors must deal with different parts of the problem in a coordinated way. The procurement process (Figure 1) has been refined throughout many years to optimize procurement of bus traffic that traditionally are powered by combustion engines. There are some steps in the process about stakeholder collaboration, but these are insufficient for being able to agree upon how to redesign bus systems to fit a new technology (Borén 2015).

![Figure 1: How the Transport Supply Program (TSP) Supports the Process when the Key Stakeholders Make a New Public Transport Traffic Agreement](image-url)

*Source: Translated from Svensk Kollektivtrafik AB et al. 2013*

When new systems are introduced to a market, the knowledge level among stakeholders is, in general, low, and there is a need for stakeholders to eventually agree upon a smooth introduction that fulfills requirements from both users and suppliers. For the implementation of electric bus systems, lack of knowledge and experience, ownership of buses and infrastructure, and business models have, among others, been indicated as barriers (Ekström and Regula 2016).
Moreover, the need for further collaboration among stakeholders in the Swedish public transport sector has been highlighted recently, especially regarding routines and processes for collaboration (Paulsson et al. 2018). There are several cost optimization models being launched lately to enhance the introduction of electric buses (Wei et al. 2018; Xyilia et al. 2017), but without enhancing stakeholder collaboration for increased knowledge about electric bus systems. Moreover, Green Public Procurement can be used for public procurement of systems that contributes sustainable development, but that concept rather addresses gaps in knowledge by setting procurements requirements (Aldenius and Khan 2017), instead of enhancing increased knowledge. To address the needs for coordination between stakeholders of public bus transport in Sweden, the authors of this study in 2015 asked bus public transport stakeholders to join a project about decision support for electric buses. Public Transport Authorities (PTAs), municipalities, energy companies, bus operators, bus manufacturers, and public transport related agencies joined the project. The project included partners that are active in existing electric public bus transport in the Swedish cities Gothenburg, Karlstad, Västerås, Umeå, and Ängelholm. Different electric buses from BYD, Hybricon, Optare, Solaris, and Volvo were used.

**Aim and Scope**

This study is one part of the larger research project about decision support for electric buses (Borén and Ny 2016a) described above. This study aimed, through stakeholder collaboration, to investigate how to include electric bus systems in the current procurement process. The study is based on results from investigations about costs and noise from electric buses, as well as from testing and development of a model that guides the design of electric bus ecosystem with a focus on charging.

**Methods**

Apart from initial studies through reviews of academic and topic-specific literature, the study was designed to retrieve information through stakeholders via project-internal workshops, but also via interviews with experts in the field, and feedback from stakeholders. The first workshop was designed to focus on stakeholder collaboration that would answer questions concerning how electric buses and supporting infrastructure could be included in the procurement process for bus traffic. Answers to these questions where partly informing the results of this study, but also informing further discussions within the topic. That workshop took place on April 12th, 2016, in Gothenburg with nineteen representatives from Blekinge Institute of Technology, Chalmers University, Göteborg Energi, Electrodriving, Region Blekinge, Region Jönköpings län, Nobina, Karlstadbuss, Karlskrona Kommun, Orust kommun, Skånetrafiken, Svealandstrafiken AB, Svensk Kollektivtrafik, and Volvo Buses. The results from that workshop were then scrutinized by the authors of this article, with some help via interviews and discussions with stakeholder experts. Several issues about introducing electric buses in existing public transport were then identified and discussed among stakeholders at the second workshop in order to arrive at a common understanding of how to handle electric buses in the procurement process. For this workshop, the authors of this study sent a draft version of the stakeholder collaboration model to the stakeholders in the project to prepare themselves for discussions in the workshop, and also to get feedback from those who could not attend. That workshop took place March 15th, 2017, in Stockholm with seventeen representatives from Blekinge Institute of Technology, Chalmers University, Electrodriving, Region Blekinge, Region Jönköpings län, Nobina, Karlstadbuss, Orust kommun, Skånetrafiken, Stockholms Lokaltrafik, Svealandstrafiken AB, Svensk Kollektivtrafik, Vattenfall AB, and Volvo Buses. These results were then scrutinized by the authors of this article and discussed with stakeholder experts, presented at the “On Sustainability” conference in January 2018 in Cairns, Australia, and then further developed to what is described in this article.
Results

Early Findings

In line with earlier studies (Nurhadi, Borén, and Ny 2014; Ecotraffic 2015), the first workshop in Gothenburg pointed out that the chargers in an electric bus system have an important effect on the total cost of ownership, as well as on the size of the expensive battery in the bus. The workshop also agreed that the electric bus concept is currently new to many bus operators, and probably only the experienced would answer a tender including electric buses. The introduction of biogas-powered buses in Sweden a decade ago can be a parallel that can provide insights into the challenges presented by new fueling systems.

The workshop participants agreed that it is preferable for the electric bus system to be designed before the procurement phase, and it would be preferable that several stakeholders are involved in the design of the electric bus system. This design phase could fit into the step “Stakeholder consultation” before the SIU (Consultation before Procurement) report step in the procurement process (Figure 1). The system design phase would then include dialogues about standards, bus ecosystem design, charging infrastructure, and then procurement and construction of charging infrastructure. In addition to respective regional PTAs and interested bus traffic/service operators, it is important that the following stakeholders are involved in that design phase:

- City planners, as the location of fast charging stations might affect an existing or an upcoming local plan, or might not be possible to install at some locations without time-consuming investigations and revision of local plans.
- Electricity grid owners, to account for the electricity use from chargers and estimate possible actions and costs to strengthen or extend the distribution grid.
- Electric bus charger operators, to add knowledge about charging systems and to coordinate with any other vehicle charging systems nearby.
- Bus manufacturers, to add knowledge about electric bus solutions and the development within electrified drivelines for buses and upcoming offers.

The workshop participants also agreed that there might be different types of models that could complement the existing procurement process, also depending on other factors than the competence about or experience of electric bus systems among stakeholders. The process might also be different if the buses are charged on specific locations along the route (i.e., “opportunity charging” with 200–500 kW in less than ten minutes), or at the bus depot (i.e., “depot charging” with 30–100 kW for three to ten hours).

The workshop participants also agreed that the procurement process can be kept mainly as it is now, but a new process for procurement and/or supply of new infrastructure is needed. Secondly it was concluded that it is not clear who should own the electric buses and the charging infrastructure.

Refinement of Results

Based on the results from the first workshop in Gothenburg, the authors of this article had considered several ways to add to or complement the existing procurement model. During that process the authors found that due to the current development of batteries, it is likely that batteries and charging infrastructure will be depreciated within ten years, which is the same as the recommended length of a contract for bus operators. It also became clear for the authors during discussions with stakeholders and interviews with experts that it would be preferable that bus operators would continue to own the buses, and that charging operators should own the charging infrastructure and then subcontract services to operators.
The authors conceptualized a model based on opportunity charging where municipalities played a bigger role than today regarding design and establishment of charging infrastructure and discussed it with selected stakeholders and experts within the study. It was apparent to the authors that several bus operators with experience in electric bus systems would like to have more responsibility during the design phase and eventually follow the existing procurement process without a pre-design phase for charging infrastructure. As mentioned earlier, that could create delays in the commissioning of bus traffic if city planners and grid owners were required to conduct additional investigations into the suitability of the proposals. Then they might need to change plans and build infrastructure to fit in a station for opportunity charging. Therefore, such a procurement process may make opportunity charging infeasible, as it is expected to be much easier to acquire building permits and grid connections faster inside a depot only, rather than on multiple places in the city.

At the second workshop in Stockholm, the authors presented a model based on opportunity charging that included several development steps for stakeholder collaboration before the traffic procurement process. As mentioned earlier, the first step would include dialogues about the entire bus ecosystem, the second step the design of the charging infrastructure, and the third step the procurement and construction of the charging infrastructure. The fourth and fifth steps would be about procurement of bus traffic and operation and maintenance of the bus system, respectively. Because of different levels of responsibility and engagement, stakeholders should be involved to various extents. One stakeholder has to be responsible for leading each step and then hand over to the next step’s responsible stakeholder, and other stakeholders either have to be involved or can volunteer to participate in each step.

Participants at the workshop in Stockholm agreed that the steps in the presented model were, in general, acceptable, but responsibility for the design and construction of charging infrastructure raised some concern. Some stakeholders urged that a public-funded authority (e.g., PTA or municipality) needs to lead these steps because of competitive reasons so no operators would have a favorable position in the bus traffic procurement step. Others believed that it would be more cost-efficient if charging operators or bus operators would lead these steps and also be responsible for constructing the charging infrastructure. The latter would, for competition reasons, require that the construction of charging infrastructure is included in the bus traffic procurement phase and also that stakeholders (especially PTAs and charging/bus operators) are experienced regarding electric bus systems. The workshop participants also agreed that even if the chargers are to be built by the bus operator who wins the contract, it would be preferable if possible places for opportunity charging were agreed upon in the first steps about bus ecosystem and charging infrastructure design, and then approved by city planners and electricity grid owners before the procurement step was started. Pre-approved building permits can then be used by the operator who wins the contract to build charging infrastructure. A similar solution can also be used for planning grid extensions or strengthening the existing grid before the procurement, in order to make costs and timing constraints known to all operators.

**Proposed Models for Stakeholder Collaboration**

In line with agreements and discussions in this study, a stakeholder collaboration model for procurement of electric bus systems with opportunity charging and/or stakeholders with a low level of experience of electric bus systems was suggested (Figure 2). This model could, because of competitive rules/regulations, hinder the charging operator to participate in the bus traffic procurement step. Anyone involved in planning and building the chargers would have an advantage over other operators, which would not be acceptable in a public procurement. This can become a problem if a bus traffic operator organization includes, or is affiliated with, a charging operator. Accordingly, PTAs should contract a charging operator instead of a bus operator for the construction of charging infrastructure. The model is therefore flexible regarding who should be responsible and lead the steps about charging infrastructure design and construction, but the first
step about design of the ecosystem (e.g., routing, bus size, and type of drivetrain) needs to be led by PTAs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PT model phase</th>
<th>&quot;Stakeholder consultation&quot;</th>
<th>&quot;Procurement&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder/Role</td>
<td>Bus ecosystem</td>
<td>Charging infra. design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity dealers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity grid owners</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging manufacturers</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging operators</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planners/municipality</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public transport authority</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus traffic operators</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus manufacturers</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: A stakeholder collaboration model tailored for opportunity charging and stakeholders with a low level of experiences regarding procurement of electric bus systems. The model includes stakeholders/roles and their leadership/responsibilities (in sequence 1-3), which partners to establish contracts with, and also steps that fits into different parts of the procurement process model (Figure 1).

Source: Börén and Grauers 2018

The timeframe for each stakeholder collaboration step varies as there can be weeks or months between the first two steps, but there can be a delay of up to several years between design and construction of charging infrastructure due to processing of building permits and/or redesign of the electricity grid. Added to that, the construction step has to be procured by the regional PTA via a public procurement process. It could, though, still overlap with the bus traffic procurement step, but the charging infrastructure should be operational before commissioning of the bus traffic. The stakeholders should, therefore, be aware that the process of procuring bus traffic might take longer time when using this model but will, on the other hand, not risk redoing the process as it has been done properly.

The workshop participants in Stockholm agreed that there is a need for another model that deals with stakeholders that have enough experience and knowledge regarding electric bus systems to include construction of the charging infrastructure in the bus traffic procurement step. There were also discussions about whether bus operators should take full responsibility regarding designing the entire electric bus ecosystem. As mentioned earlier, there would still be a need for having discussions with affected stakeholders about the design of the bus ecosystem and, in particular, the charging infrastructure, to not delay commissioning of the bus traffic. Another issue that was not accounted for in the first model is when the electric buses are charged at the bus depot, as that includes less complicated investments by the bus operator and each bus has a charger at the depot. The scenario where bus operators take full responsibility for the design of the electric bus ecosystem still requires a discussion about the design of the bus ecosystem and charging infrastructure to agree where and how the buses should be charged. Added to that, bus
operators might find out in the procurement bidding process that it would be preferable to offer electric buses powered by opportunity charging (and vice versa). It is therefore important that the model is flexible enough to include such variations, and that initial stakeholder collaboration steps (bus ecosystem and charging infrastructure design) identify suitable locations for, or at least necessary actions and investments for establishment of, opportunity charging and also of depots that allows charging of electric buses. It will then be up to bus operators to individually or jointly lead the step of initial charging infrastructure design. To account for issues mentioned above, which are not included in the first model, the authors propose an alternative model (Figure 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PT model phase</th>
<th>“Stakeholder consultation”</th>
<th>“Procurement”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder/Role</td>
<td>Bus ecosystem</td>
<td>Initial charging infra. design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity dealers</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity grid owners</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging manufacturers</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging operators</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City planners/ municipalities</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public transport authority</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus traffic operators</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus manufacturers</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: An alternative stakeholder collaboration model tailored for depot charging and/or stakeholders with a high level of experiences regarding procurement of electric bus systems including their chargers. The model includes stakeholders/roles and their leaderships/responsibilities (in sequence 1-2), which partners to establish contracts with, and also steps that fits into different parts of the procurement process model (Figure 1).

Source: Börén and Grauers 2018

As shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, the two models are different regarding design of charging infrastructure, where the construction of charging infrastructure is a separate process before the procurement of bus traffic in the first model, but not in the second model. The first step about design of the bus ecosystem is, however, identical in both models. During this step, it will become clear about involved stakeholders’ experience and knowledge about electric bus systems, and also if it is preferable to use opportunity or depot charging. The stakeholders (primarily the regional PTA) can then move on to the next step. The charging infrastructure design step should, as in model 1, be led by the regional PTA or charging operator, or alternatively, as in model 2, be led by the bus operator.
Concluding Discussion

Main Findings

This study aimed to use stakeholder collaboration to investigate how to include electric bus systems in the current procurement process for public bus transport. Two models were developed that included stakeholders/roles and their respective leaderships/responsibilities, partners to establish contracts with, and stakeholder collaboration steps. The first model fits opportunity charged buses and/or stakeholders with a low level of experience of electric bus systems, while the second fits depot-charged buses and/or stakeholders with a high level of experience of electric bus systems. The first steps about bus ecosystem and charging infrastructure design that were common for both models should be used during “stakeholder consultation” in the current procurement process. Unlike the second model, the first model suggests that construction of charging infrastructure should be started after the decision whether procurement should be done, and chargers must be operational before commissioning the bus traffic.

Comparison with Other Studies

The most comparable study was a local project in Gothenburg called Energy Transfer Solutions for Electrified Bus Systems—EAEB (Östling 2018). This project aimed to support a dialogue on procurement of electrified bus systems. It conducted a role-playing workshop during 2017 that involved local electric bus traffic stakeholders. It resulted in the identification of three different scenarios depending of the level of knowledge and ambitions among stakeholders. It also found that the actors want flexibility with limited, but not zero, interventions by the regional PTA. In line with this study, the results from the EAEB project show not only that it is important to agree among actors at an early stage in the procurement process about the bus ecosystem and charging infrastructure design, but also that the electric bus systems knowledge among stakeholders defines how the procurement process should be executed.

Validity

This study assumes that electric buses and charging infrastructure will be depreciated within ten years. The chargers might have some value after ten years, but that is hard to estimate due to lack of data, and it will probably be low enough to not affect the proposed models in this study. It will be far more important that the procurement process leads to an effective bus ecosystem than to extend the life of the chargers after the end of the first bus traffic contract period. Moreover, it is likely that PTAs, to ensure the quality of the electric bus system, would prefer to include new chargers in the procurement rather than old ones from the previous procurement period.

Stakeholders from two bus manufacturers, four bus operators, three electricity grid owners (and dealers), three charging operators, four municipalities, four PTAs, and one national bus traffic association were represented in the study, but the results could have been further anchored if even more actors would have been included. It is, though, important that participation in research collaboration projects builds on interest from participating actors. More than thirty actors were invited to join this study, but some declined as they were not able to prioritize their participation, so the authors of this study believe that it was not possible to get more actors into the study when it was commissioned.
Societal Impact and Further Studies

The results of this study give guidelines for how to enhance the introduction of electric buses in the current procurement process, which can support the transition towards sustainability and interim goals like fossil-fuel-independent transport and greenhouse-gas-neutral society. The authors believe that the two models found in the study should be further developed when tested in upcoming procurements of public bus transport that includes electric bus traffic to some extent (e.g., one or several routes in a bus system for a city or a municipality).

Recommendations

The authors of this report recommend that early in an investigation of introduction of electric buses, the PTAs should analyze the need for a modification of their normal procurement process and start early with the first step of bus ecosystem design. There can be a delay of months or even years between design and construction of charging infrastructure due to processing of building permits and/or redesign of the electricity grid. Added to that, the authors also recommend, if possible, locating the bus depots fairly close to the bus lines that are about to be electrified to increase efficiency of the whole bus system.
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